Our new brand story

Fall in love with Colorado’s small airport

Colorado’s small airport

More and more people are
falling in love with small airports
We’re creating a unique experience for travelers.
We greet people as the friends and neighbors that
they are. We want them to think of this as their
airport and to say “I love my small airport.” Our
brand is what people say about us when we’re not
in the room. It’s created by the things we say and
do and by the experiences people have with us.
Building a brand is a daily commitment to working
from our values and beliefs. Living and behaving
in a way that’s authentic to who we are steadily
creates a lasting impression with everyone who
travels through our airport.

Our brand is inseparable
from this city
Colorado Springs is many things to many
people. We’re known as Olympic City USA.
We’re home to colleges and universities, military
bases, the Air Force Academy, and multiple
corporate and religious non-profit headquarters.
Pikes Peak and the Garden of the Gods make
it easy to see why Katherine Lee Bates was
inspired to write “America the Beautiful” here.
The qualities that make this a great place,
however, are perhaps better captured by things
that aren’t as obvious. Colorado Springs, like the
Colorado Springs Airport, is big enough to offer
the attractions of a large city, and small enough
to be comfortable and friendly.

Our authentic identity
There are two major airports in Colorado.
We’re the small one. This might seem like
a funny difference to spotlight, but there
are good reasons to own and embrace
being Colorado’s small airport. It’s true for
one thing, and people like and are more
attracted to authentic brands. Being
small means we can deliver a unique
experience that big airports typically
can’t, such as easy parking, small lines,
small waits, and small walks to gates.

Being small means big things

Being a small airport gives us the ability to treat each person who travels
through as a friend and a neighbor, a person rather than a number. A small
airport is more comfortable and less stressful. A small airport is safe and
welcoming. Here’s the surprising part. In our case, small also means big
options for direct flights to major hubs. It means places to shop and eat
and enjoying the time before departure. We’re proud to be Colorado’s small
airport and to help passengers connect to the world in a personal way.

It’s no small feat to be first
Our purpose is to create an experience
for travelers that is rooted in the qualities
of a small airport. We’re the first airport
to claim the distinction of being a small
airport, and we’re going to be the first
to define what this means. We’re here
to support the community, connect
people, reduce stress, and to make the
time people spend in the airport more
enjoyable. We want to be people’s first
choice for flying in and out of Colorado.
We’re here to make everything easy and
friendly and to give people a reason to
say “I love my small airport.”

The heart
of our story

The marketing term for this is our core
message. This is the singular, most
distinct idea that distinguishes us in
the market and in the minds of people.
It’s one thing we want people to think
and remember about us. It’s usually
the first or the last thing we say when
communicating about ourselves. Being
Colorado’s small airport helps us claim
particular ground and promise certain
benefits and experiences for travelers.
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Building our
Story Map

A story map helps us arrange and
organize our marketing messages
in an easy-to-use reference guide.
Here you’ll see the 6 primary ways
we define what being a small
airport means to us, the community,
and to everyone who travels
through our airport.
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Our complete
Story Map

This brings all of the elements of
our story and messaging together.
Working outward from our core
message, to defining what that
means, to specific examples
or proofs of the experiences
and benefits we deliver as
Colorado’s small airport.
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Economic impact
New jobs
Keep more money in town
Bringing in more tax revenue
Convention and tourism

•
•
•
•
•
•

Small is loyal
locally
• 4 major carriers
• 10 direct destinations
with 300+ 1 destinations
• Driving to Denver is not direct
• #1 diversion airport

Small focuses
on important
routes

Closer to home
Short walk to gate

Close to baggage claim

Small is
more convenient

Colorado’s
small
airport

Small is
more affordable
• Good prices
• Less money on
gas and parking
• Lower true cost
• “True cost”
calculator

Closer to home
Close parking, short walk
Short walk to gate
Less need to arrive early
Close to baggage claim
When you’re back home, you’re home

Small is
easier and less
stressful

Small is
friendlier
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• Smaller, manageable
The opposite of overwhelming
Hometown feeling/neighborly
Attentive staff
Customer service
Travelers feel valued
More predictable

•
•
•
•
•
•

Smaller/more manageable
No traffic
Easy parking
Shorter check in
Shorter security line
Short wait times

When you’re back
home, you’re
home No traffic Easy

parking Shorter check
in Shorter TSA lines Short
wait times Hometown

feeling neighborly

Attentive staff

Customer service More
predictable Good
prices Lower true cost

4 major carriers
10 direct destinations 3000
New jobs Keep

destinations

more money in town

Values of a
small airport
Small is friendly
People are used to putting
their heads down and
enduring the impersonal
in-between of airport travel.
We’re bringing back the art of
attentive, cheerful service.
Small is neighborly
Local loyalty requires having
an affinity for a place. COS
belongs to the city and to the
people who live in this city
and love it. We make them
feel that this is their airport.

Small is comfortable
People feel safe and relaxed flying with us.
This is significant because the time they spend
at the airport is no small part of their journey.
Small is helpful
This naturally speaks to our customer service,
but it also points us in the right direction in our
decisions. All that we do starts with the question:
is this helpful to our friends and neighbors?
Small is big
Small lines and waits with big options on where to
fly. We make a big difference in people’s lives by
connecting them to the world in a more personal way.

The guide for everything we do

Our destination

Why do people fly from and to here? Why do they choose us? Why do

Where are we headed, and where do we want to go? How does this
shape what we should do next? To answer these questions, we look
to our goal: to be recognized as the most beloved small airport in
Colorado and America. We want our name to be synonymous with
all the great and easy things passengers associate with small airports.

they feel at home? Why are we friendly? Because we’re Colorado’s
small airport. We put travelers at ease. We’re dedicated to making the
time they spend with us easy and stress-free. We offer a more personal
and comfortable way to connect to big options and destinations.

In a nutshell
This is how we might describe our airport
to friends, families and visitors. Think of it
as our elevator pitch.
We like to call ourselves Colorado’s small
airport. Here’s why. Our small size means
small commutes, small lines and small waits.
It means friendliness, safety and comfort.
And yet it also means you don’t have to
give up the big options of having several
direct flights to major hubs. Everything
about flying to and through here is easier,
which is why more people are falling in
love with us and other small airports.

Looking to
the horizon
What’s next is to ask
ourselves this question.
What are the things we
can do that will define the
small airport experience?
We have an opportunity
to be pioneers. We will be
the ones to define what it
means to be Colorado’s
small airport—and why
travelers will come to prefer
and seek out small airports.

Thank you

Colorado’s small airport

